
Institutional Racism

W R I T T E N  B Y  D A V I D  G R A N T

The enslavement of African people in the Americas

systematically disadvantaged our ability to generate wealth. The

absence of post-slavery reparations, including an absence of

reparations for the unjustified destruction of Africville in Nova

Scotia, Canada further hampered our ability to produce wealth.

In Sub-Saharan Africa, our African kinfolk who survived under

colonial rule were subject to head taxes, menial labour, and land

and resource extraction leaving most of us economically

destitute, and our European colonizers affluent. The

consequential economic, social and cultural devastation in the

Caribbean and Africa “pushed” our African people to immigrate

to Canada only to face Euro-Canadian institutional racism which

impeded on our access to adequate housing, employment areas

outside of menial labour, and higher educational attainment.

M O R E  G R E A T
R E A D S  I N S I D E
T H I S  I S S U E :

This article

provides a

summary of the

barriers affecting

African/Black

intergenerational

wealth-creation in

Canada and steps

to counter this

phenomenon .
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 Family disunity- Why can’t we just

get along? It is because colonial-rule

and enslavement era violence

against African families conditioned

us to redirect our aggression towards

one another and divorce from our

indigenous understandings of family

i.e. the village. In Canada,

disenchantment with the village

mantra has prevented us from

reaping the well-known benefits

associated with generational wealth

transmission amidst mutually

supportive multi-generational

families. Furthermore, the

consequential preference for the

“nuclear family”, a higher-than-

national-average single-parenthood

rate (27.9% and >5% for women and

men respectively- a number only

based on the ages of 25-59) and child

poverty rate (28.8 %), collectively

makes creating intergenerational

wealth an onerous task.  

The brutality of enslavement and

colonial rule additionally produced in us

inter-generational psychological barriers

hindering our motivation and ability to

transmit generational wealth via two

overarching mental disorders: the post-

slavery/post-plantation mentality for

Africans in the Americas and post-

colonial rule mentality for Africans in the

continent (see Oppression disorders

article). Here are some ways these

mental disorders have manifested:

1.

Post-Plantation and
Post-Colonial rule
Mentality
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2.  Pathological Survival Mentality
Slavery and colonial rule forced us to

elevate surviving and advancing our

European masters’ interest over of our

own well-being. Presently, the

intergenerational effects of enslavement

and colonial-rule have greatly impaired

our ability, irrespective of our level of

education or socioeconomic status, to

think past survival; that is, we may

experience anxiety, fear or apathy when

confronted with making futuristic

wealth-based decisions such as

investing, purchasing real estate or life

insurance, saving money for our

children’s education.

 



If we are ready to counter this inter-

generational wealth gap, here are some

practical ways to do so:

1.   Buy life insurance, especially my

street-involved kinfolk. Let your

unexpected/expected death leave your

family financially situated rather than

broke and destitute.

2.   Parents, contribute any little bit of

excess money you have, whether 5

dollars or 500 dollars, into an

education/business start-up fund for

your children.

3.   Use your credit card responsibly! It is

not free money and good credit (670 or

higher) is essential in any Western

nation.

4.   Prioritize investing your money into

items that appreciate in value (stocks,

cryptocurrencies, gold, bonds, real

estate or businesses) rather than items

that depreciate in value (cars, clothes,

jewelry, phones).

5.   Start a “padna” (Caribbean) or “Susu”

(West Africa) to pool money together

but do not solely use it for emergency

purposes. Support each other’s business

initiatives or engage in collaborative real

estate purchasing. Pooling money

together may also prove beneficial for

single-parent households in re-

establishing a village-like ecosystem.

Re-creating Black Wealth
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6.  Ownership and renting; would you

rather pay someone else’s mortgage

instead of your own?

7. Start a business of any sort no matter

how small; develop your business to the

point where you are able to employ

people.

Are we prepared to create a wealthier

future for our children, or are we

content with economic dependence on

our oppressor?
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